Corporate Profile
Global Claims Services
vrs Adjusters provides unsurpassed adjusting and claims management services to global risk
management and insurance markets. Every hour of every day, insurers, reinsurers, captives and
corporates rely on vrs Adjusters to enable them to deliver their own client promises.
Our clients recognize the benefits of working with a truly international adjusting team. Our
members are independent claims service providers with long traditions of excellence in their
home territories, and leaders in their respective Corporate and Complex claims handling markets.
vrs Adjusters comprises over 300 offices in more than 140 countries. Highly experienced loss
adjusters and technical staff provide client-focused, local claims services across all lines of the
insurance business.
Global Best Practice
 Professional, consistent and cost-effective loss adjusting and claims management services
around the world
 Global best practice principles at all times – both technical and account management
 Full compliance with local laws and customs to facilitate fair and timely settlement of claims.
Quality control is the cornerstone of our philosophy and our approach to claims. We continually
enhance our technical, operational and best practice principles to provide optimal value to our
clients.
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Services
Our services include:
Complex and Major Loss
Property and Business Interruption
Liability/Casualty
Construction and Engineering
Marine
Financial Lines
Aviation
Environmental Loss
Power
Energy: Oil & Gas
Contingency
Agriculture and Forestry
Fine Art, Specie
Film and Media
TPA Claims Management
The multinational leadership of vrs Adjusters reflects the respect we hold for local cultures.
Diligent account management and rigorous coordination ensure the right skills are applied to any
situation without compromising quality or standards.
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Complex and Major Loss
A core proposition for vrs Adjusters, major loss claims demand a swift and coordinated response:
our aim is always to provide comprehensive incident management and business recovery, while
managing spend in accordance with coverage.
We have designated major loss team leaders in each territory, and claims are handled on a full
ownership basis with support provided by specialist staff as required for individual losses.
All our major loss team leaders are extremely experienced. Primarily concerned with the mitigation
of all aspects of the loss – and particularly BI – they will determine whether additional resources,
such as accountants, engineers and the like, are required at the early stage of the claim. Prompt
agreement of the optimum material damage reinstatement programme and business recovery
strategy is an essential part of process, and a particular skill of our teams.
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Key features and benefits of our major loss service include:

 Rapid, professional response leading to fast settlements and attendant indemnity savings
 Commercially aware, highly experienced adjusting teams, always mindful of innovative
solutions to problems and issues, driving early, mutually advantageous settlements where
appropriate
 Case ownership – there are no ‘hand-offs’
 Strong focus on customer satisfaction
 Proactive management of stakeholder expectations throughout the life of the case ensures a
‘no surprises’ approach to claims resolution
 Early identification of recoveries and evidence gathering, followed by a review of leases and
contracts to establish whether any contractual issues are relevant
 Post-loss case reviews and strategy meetings – where can all stakeholders improve the
service?
 Risk management – as part of the incident management programme we provide insight into
future loss avoidance.
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Commercial Property
Commercial property and ancillary claims such as stock, contents, fixtures and fittings and
business interruption demand a swift and coordinated response and are a core proposition for
vrs Adjusters.
Claims are resolved either on a case-by-case basis or as part of an overall corporate programme
and the aspirations of all parties are satisfied through the combination of technical excellence
and astute commercial awareness.
Each case is assigned to an appropriate, competent adjuster or team aligned to the claim’s size
and complexity, involving the corporate account programme manager where appropriate.
Our approach to claims handing recognises the differing requirements of international markets
and is flexible to the requirements of all; however, our aim always is to get the company ‘back in
business’ as quickly as possible while managing spend in accordance with coverage.
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Key benefits of the vrs Adjusters service include:
 Rapid, professional response leading to fast settlements
 Low leakage and reduced indemnity spend
 Case ownership - from beginning to resolution the case will be in the hands of a single
practitioner, who is supported by experts such as accountants or surveyors. There are no
‘hand -offs’
 Strong customer satisfaction and retention
 Management of stakeholder expectations ensures a ‘no surprises’ approach to claims
resolution
 Early identification of recoveries and evidence gathering
 Management information provision – our MI system facilitates the provision of bespoke
reports. Additionally, on-line access may be available, enabling instant access to electronic
files
 Service level agreements.
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Global Financial Lines
Business Interruption
Financial losses frequently arise as a direct consequence of physical damage/loss, requiring
co-ordinated investigation and mitigation decisions. This is most clearly the case with business
interruption losses but not exclusively so.
We employ dual qualified accountants/loss adjusters to ensure that appropriate expertise,
together with relevant practical experience, is in place for all instructions enabling a technical
approach to be taken at
all times.
Occasionally a significant financial resource is required over a sustained period, or at very
short notice, and in these situations we have protocols in place with leading firms of forensic
accountants to achieve an optimal outcome for all parties. Roles and reporting lines are agreed at
the start to avoid duplication and unnecessary cost. We subscribe to the team approach, working
together with colleagues within vrs or externally.
Mitigation of losses
Important strategic decisions are generally driven by the need to mitigate business interruption
losses as opposed to managing material damage remediation. Whilst there is a need to pause
after an incident to identify the best mitigation strategy, unnecessary delay can be very expensive,
and guidance and re-assurance from adjusters is vital. Given that the policy cover is there to
empower the policyholder to press on and mitigate loss, in the absence of such practical support,
it can be the case that the presence of insurance cover instead introduces paralysis to decision
making on the part of the policyholder.
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We are experienced in dealing with business interruption losses flowing from Damage as well
as contingent business interruption losses, the magnitude (and scope) of which have been
increasing in recent years.
Key aspects include:
 Early understanding of the insured business, including identification of production critical
paths, including bottle necks or essential reliance on third parties
 Awareness of the progress of the property damage claim to ensure overall mitigation, best
captured by a timeline pulling together all aspects of the mitigation plan
 Agreement of likely timing of interim payment recommendations
 Regular liaison meetings post loss to review progress and agree next steps
 Agreement of quantum aspects on an ongoing basis, including turnover trend, Rate of Gross
Profit etc, to provide certainty where possible to all parties and to avoid surprises
 Agreement on scope of documentation to be used for claim verification
 Justification of (and regular review of) reserve estimates for Insurers
 Discussion of different opinions in a proactive way to avoid surprises
 Focus of effort on loss mitigation rather than claim disputes wherever possible.
All vrs loss adjusters keep abreast of technical coverage issues, most notably the impact of Wide
Area Damage, frequently the consequence of flooding, but not exclusively so. We are actively
involved in the professional and technical organisations commenting on these developing issues
across the world.
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Global Liability Services
All member companies of vrs Adjusters have a wealth of experience in industrial, commercial, retail and
non-private sectors, with detailed and
in-depth knowledge in diverse areas, from catastrophic property and environmental losses to sophisticated
professional indemnity exposures.
Flexibility
We have the flexibility to tailor our services to suit the varied requirements
of our instructing Principals, including:












Claims handling from cradle to grave to cover both liability and quantum
Investigation and report on circumstances only
Quantum only investigation
Subrogated recoveries
Corporate Account Management including sub-deductible and self-insured
Global programmes
Catastrophe response
Litigation support to solicitors
Mediation/Arbitration support (Alternative Dispute Resolution)
Expert witness.

Global Expertise
Throughout the world our teams of liability specialists are supported by high calibre in-house experts
such as property, construction, engineering, BI and major loss adjusters, who apply their unique blend of
multi-disciplinary expertise to the investigation and settlement of complex liability claims.
vrs loss adjusters resolve claims within agreed timescales and focus strongly upon commercial
considerations in line with our clients’ requirements.
We are aware of the need to achieve the best possible financial resolution to any claim and are fully
cognisant of, and sensitive to, the different political, social, economic and legal requirements of each
country. Consequently, we are well equipped to manage claims with cross-border exposure.
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Services
While liability investigation and handling of public and products liability claims is a core service, our
liability service has broader offerings, extending to:














Public liability
Products liability
Product guarantee / recall
Complex and major loss including catastrophic injury
Employers’ liability
Disease
Environmental
Construction liability
Professional Indemnity
Fraud
Audit
Help-point and 24/7 cover.
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Global Construction
and Engineering Services
vrs Adjusters offers a specialist, multi-disciplinary skill base to all major industrial markets for
losses arising anywhere in the world.
Utilising the very best independent, local loss adjusting skills, vrs Adjusters provides international
claims services on a wide range of insurance covers including:











Contract works
Contract plant
Additional cost of working
Increased cost of completion
Third party liability
Plant / Engineering all risks
Sudden & unforeseen damage
Machinery breakdown
Machinery movement
Computer covers / technology losses.

Global Expertise
A thorough understanding of construction methods, contract law and procedures, mechanical,
electrical and process engineering, information technology and local statutory regulations is a
pre-requisite for the proper evaluation and assessment of each case. A sound knowledge of
contracts, local contract law, statute and policy interpretation is imperative. Only then can a
proper assessment of policy liability be made, enabling the policy to be correctly applied, quantum
managed and, if relevant, subrogation pursued.
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and Engineering Services
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In addition to technical skills, all vrs loss adjusters specialising in the construction and engineering
fields have an appreciation and understanding of the aspirations and expectations of all
stakeholders, including funders and developers, contractors and the professionals engaged at
all levels.
vrs loss adjusters often advise that pre-commencement discussions take place in order to ensure
procurement is in accordance with the intentions of the parties and stakeholders involved. At
the same time procedures can be agreed to deal with any problems that may develop in the
construction period and beyond.
Good working relationships in advance of any loss ensure not only the effective management of
claims, but also that expectations are both managed and met.
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Global Marine Survey
and Claims Services
vrs Adjusters provides cost-effective, timely, client-orientated survey and claims services across all
classes of marine business and our global spread ensures rapid attendance at the loss location. All
vrs members have long traditions of excellence in their home markets as well as a comprehensive
understanding of the needs of their global clients.
Designated coordinators in each major trading region deliver ease of access to the whole network
and ensure a consistently high service standard.
Our surveyors and adjusters have extensive experience throughout the marine class – hull, cargo,
carrier’s liability and, in some cases, energy and offshore. vrs marine surveyors and loss adjusters
are usually highly qualified master mariners, naval, industrial or mechanical engineers and all vrs
marine adjusters have in-depth insurance knowledge. Our major partners employ accountants
and other forensic specialists in order to provide expertise in the adjustment of, for example,
business interruption claims. Our ability to work together means we can provide a seamless
service for project cargo and other complex marine risks.
We have the expertise to undertake all types of cargo surveys for the marine market, including:









Pre-shipment
Loading and discharge
Damage assessment
Loss investigation
Risk assessment
Hull and machinery damage and condition surveys
On-hire and off-hire surveys
Cargo contamination investigations.
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vrs Adjusters also handles significant volumes of freight forwarder’s liability for some of the
world’s largest haulage companies.
Recoveries
Our service to global clients in the field of recoveries is second to none and we are dedicated to
protecting recovery rights for our clients and avoiding time-bar limitations.
Transit Advisory Services







Detailed loss assessment and reconstruction of transport procedures
Packing assessment
Inspection and assessment of stowage and securing of cargoes
Review of loss-related costs
Arrangement of recovery and loss mitigation measures
Salvage sale of affected goods.
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Global Financial Lines

Fidelity guarantee / Loss of money
We have extensive experience in dealing with loss of money/fidelity guarantee claims in both the
private and public sectors. These include highly sensitive and unreported cases – for example at
world heritage sites – to widely reported cases covered by television documentaries. We are also
able to offer expertise in relation to sectors such as bankers’ bond losses.
In many cases, we have found that an empathetic approach produces a swift optimum result,
whilst adopting a more robust involvement where that is necessary to maintain momentum.
Key aspects of our Fidelity Guarantee/Loss of money service include:
 Early meetings with all parties, including the alleged miscreant where appropriate
 Consideration of proposal form including review of the system of check and control and
comparison to what actually took place
 Crystallisation of policy liability issues for insurer’s consideration
 Parallel agreement on audit process to review quantum of the loss, including any necessary
liaison with other colleagues
 Review of recovery potential, and pro-active discussion with all parties
 Agreement on scope of documentation to be used for claim verification
 Justification of (and regular review of) reserve estimates for Insurers
We also offer discrete support and investigation services to business without the appropriate
insurance cover.
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Global Financial Lines
Professional indemnity
In the context of Financial Risks we provide expertise relating to professional negligence claims
against financial specialists, such as accountants or financial advisers, or quantum aspects of
claims against others, such as insurance brokers. We can assume main responsibility for a claim
or provide support to solicitors or claims technicians within insurance companies.
Key aspects of our service include:
 (Separate) early meetings with all parties to establish the facts
 Early crystallisation of policy and legal liability issues to minimise professional costs defending
the indefensible, or offering clear rebuttal of a third party claim as appropriate
 Specific comment on notification, both to the policyholder from a third party and by the
policyholder to insurers
 Detailed consideration of quantum drawing on other skills as required from colleagues
 Negotiation with third parties to achieve settlement where appropriate.
Given the specialist nature of some financial activities, we will only accept instructions where we
can add value to the process.
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Global Financial Lines
Expert witness
We have experience of producing expert reports, appointed by the courts or one of the parties in
dispute, as well as producing joint expert reports with others. Such reports can be required when
a non litigated matter is more formally pursued or when it is litigated from the outset. The ability
to continue to provide expertise through to court avoids the cost of introducing new experts if
the matter becomes more formal.
Instructions relate not only to financial losses alone, but also to claims comprising business
interruption and material damage elements – we offer one expert opinion, but draw on the
expertise of colleagues with buildings or engineering expertise, as would be the case after an
insured incident. Such multi disciplinary reports are common in the case of broker negligence
disputes, for example.
We have experience of appearing in court as expert witnesses as necessary.
Key features of our service include:
 Providing advice that will withstand scrutiny in court
 Supporting resolution not extension of disputes where possible
 Provision of an initial opinion as early as possible to help the development of an overall case
strategy
 Provision of interim/final reports, setting out the scope of evidence considered and allowing
discussion on intermediate findings
 Attendance at mediation meetings/informal meetings with other experts to discuss cases or
prepare joint formal reports
 Submission of budgeted costs and early discussion where costs will exceed budget, with
identified reasons before the costs are incurred.
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Global Power
Claims Services
vrs Adjusters takes a multi-disciplinary approach to the handling of material damage, DSU, BI and
liability claims that occur during the generation and distribution of all forms of electrical power.
Modern power generation technologies are increasingly automated and complex and claims
require particularly specialized knowledge of design, engineering processes, and operation and
maintenance procedures for a satisfactory adjustment. Our engineers are familiar with the many
different types of power generation technologies from the site where electricity is generated to
the final consumption point.
This industry is particularly predisposed to business interruption losses. When necessary, our
engineers work closely with forensic accountants, who have specific knowledge of the power
industry’s financial and contractual arrangements.
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Power losses can occur at power stations and electricity transmission networks as well as at points
of consumption such as transformer stations and power lines. vrs Adjusters has an extensive track
record of managing losses related to power plant construction projects and operational incidents
for all types of power generation technologies, including:
 Combined cycle
 Cogeneration
 Hydro-electric
 Wind-farms
 Solar - Photovoltaic & Thermal
 Biomass
 Nuclear
 Geo-Thermal.
Our team of engineers includes power distribution specialists familiar with electric distribution
facilities in high, medium and low voltage, as well as substations and power lines.
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Global Energy
Claims Services
vrs Adjusters takes a multi-disciplined approach to the handling of energy claims 24/7 worldwide.
Insurance policies in the oil and gas industry are as complex as the potentially staggering
quantum of losses. Skilled in upstream, midstream and downstream energy claims, vrs Adjusters
has considerable experience of major losses associated with onshore and offshore drilling as well
as production, transport, refinery and marketing activities.
Our skilled engineers have the additional advantage of having worked in various specialized areas
of the energy sector prior to adjusting claims. This field knowledge of petrochemical processes
is necessary to quickly understand the technical and financial layers of energy claims. Such
experience not only enables our adjusters to lead high quality investigations, but also guarantees
speedy and accurate appraisal of damage, and business interruption ramifications, following a
loss incident.
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Global Energy
Claims Services
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vrs Adjusters handles the following risks associated with the oil and
gas industry:
 Construction losses
 Upstream, midstream and downstream operational incidents
 Physical damage to onshore and offshore rigs, including drill-ships, jack-ups and semisubmersibles
 Production and processing facilities, such as refineries, gas compression and processing
plants, fractionation and petro-chemical plants and storage/transportation facilities
 Well control, including surface and underground blowouts and in-hole equipment losses.
vrs Adjusters’ areas of expertise include:
 Operator’s Extra Expense
 Construction All Risks
 Engineering All Risks
 Environmental Impairment
 Advanced Loss of Profit
 Delay in start-up.
Mindful that material losses in the oil and gas industry can escalate into major business
interruption and liability losses, our engineers have immediate in-house access to every type
of specific expertise, including forensic accountants with specific knowledge of the oil and gas
industry’s financial and contractual arrangements, to resolve large and complex claims quickly
and efficiently.
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Fine Art and High Net Worth
Fine Art and High Net Worth claims require experienced adjusters with specialist knowledge, who
will handle your clients appropriately and sensitively.
vrs Adjusters offers a team of expert adjusters who, working alongside restorers, conservators
and specialist fine art packing and transportation companies, will bring their full understanding
to claims where precious possessions have been damaged or stolen.
The Fine Art and High Net Worth team can also provide advice with regard to risk prevention,
fraud investigation, theft and forgeries to ensure your most valued clients obtain adequate
compensation for their loss.
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Fine Art and
High Net Worth
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Our expertise encompasses those rare and valuable items which need specific knowledge and
state-of-the-art support, including luxury properties, works of art, antiques, collectibles, wine,
cars, ships, jewelry and watches.
 Claims are assigned to an appropriate adjuster or a team of experts, as appropriate to the
claim’s size and complexity.
 We partner with laboratories and institutions to provide forensic evidence for our analyses
 We maintain a constant watch on the luxury and art markets to ensure our assessments are
reliable, up-to-date and fast
 Post case reviews ensure a continuous improvement of service capability
 We can provide comprehensive surveys to minimize risks and reduce losses
 A legal team specializing in intellectual property, transmission of assets and depreciation
ensures compliance with local regulations.
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Global IT Platform
 All cross-border assignments are registered in vrs Adjusters’ web-based tracking system vrs
ClaimTrack
 Clients (insurer, local insured or broker) have secure access to their own claim reports and
data via vrs ClaimView (see over)
 The vrs Account Manager (and if, requested, the client) is automatically informed of a new
loss by email and is immediately in possession of all salient facts
 vrs Intranet: every vrs loss adjuster can download relevant operational and technical
information for a specific global program
 Corporate language is English, but the system can be multilingual if required.

vrs ClaimTrack
Coordination
 The flow of online information continues throughout the life of the claim

Security
 SSL certificate signed by Thawte
 Full local backup running nightly (DB
and file system)
 Cold stand-by server: nightly
incremental sync of code base and DB
from existing back-ups
 External monitoring, currently tracking
26 performance and availability
parameters with real time alerts to
administrators
 Only required services are enabled
(custom minimal install)

 The Account Manager can immediately address and solve any issues arising.

Currency Exchange Rates

Control

 The standard conversion rate used by
vrs ClaimTrack is the rate of exchange
valid on the date of loss, as published
by the European Central Bank (ECB)

 When vrs is appointed both as TPA and field adjuster, the local vrs office records the additional
claims data required by the client in a customised section of vrs ClaimTrack
 Management Information reports in Excel format are available 24/7
 vrs Account Managers have a complete overview of compliance with SLAs and KPIs
 These internal controls ensure that our clients receive consistency of service across the globe.
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vrs ClaimView
 When vrs Adjusters LLC is nominated on a global program, the client (insurer, local insured or
broker) can access their own claims data 24/7, through a dedicated section of the vrs global
IT platform via our secure customer portal, vrs ClaimView
 The insured or insurer can log new claims (FNOL) online directly into a customised section of
the vrs claims platform
 The new assignment is then sent automatically by email to the vrs office appointed on the
claim and any other named recipients
 The client can also view their open claims, adjuster reports and claim documents
 Management Information for all claims that occur under a global program can be downloaded
in the form of Excel reports.
Flexible
 Modular, as per the iPSo content management system on which vrs ClaimView is based
 Extensible via customized global program assignment forms/bordereaux.
 Customized assignment forms can be added quickly
 Reports can be designed to fit the precise requirements of the individual client.
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Property Investors
vrs Adjusters is the largest group of independent property adjusters in the world. Working
together across borders, we provide domestic, international and self-insured insurance markets
with top quality claims services and consistent results on losses of any size or complexity.
vrs loss adjusters are geographically dispersed, yet bound by a client focus to produce superior
results in today’s evolving marketplace. Strong account management in the issuing country
ensures consistent reporting, no matter where the loss occurs, as well as easy access for the
client.
With many of the largest property investment portfolios as clients, vrs Adjusters has a thorough
understanding of local laws, leases, licences and other commercial arrangements and our loss
adjusters are fully conversant with tenants’ needs and rights. There are dedicated and experienced
specialists on call day and night in every country, ensuring accelerated decision-making and
implementation stages, leading to a swift reinstatement.
Our approach to claims handing recognises the differing requirements of international markets,
and is flexible to the requirements of all, while our core principles are to make and create
innovative solutions based on sound commercial principles.
Account and Claims Management
In the global economy our clients utilize increasingly sophisticated risk management and risk
transfer techniques requiring vrs Adjusters to use a holistic approach to Corporate Account
Management. Whether addressing quantification of losses within a deductible or aggregate
deductible program, professional management of all claims under a client’s insurance portfolio,
insured or self-funded, we provide consistent results and information at a competitive rate.
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Management information
Clients of vrs Adjusters, whether insurer, local insured or broker, have access to their own claims
data 24/7 through a dedicated section of the vrs global IT platform via our secure customer
portal, vrs ClaimView.
 The insured or insurer can log new claims (FNOL) online directly into a customised section of
the vrs claims platform
 The new assignment is sent automatically by email to the vrs office appointed on the claim
and any other named recipients
 The client can also view their open claims, adjuster reports and claim documents
 Management Information for all claims that occur under a global program can be downloaded
in the form of Excel reports. The reports can be designed to fit the precise requirements of
the individual client
 Customized assignment forms can be added quickly
 Assignment forms and MI reports are customizable.
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Global CAT
Response Team
Perhaps more than any other claims scenario, a global catastrophe requires not
just a fast, experienced response: it also requires adjusters who can provide
commitment, continuity and a complete understanding of the local market and
conditions.
Servicing 140+ countries and territories on six continents, the global vrs Adjusters
organisation offers unrivalled expertise and experience in providing the highest
quality catastrophe response anywhere in the world, with a Global CAT Response
Team, hand-picked for their specific skills and backed by specialist individuals,
ready to act at a moment’s notice.
Supplementing in-depth local knowledge, key personnel from around the world
form the core of the vrs Adjusters Global CAT Response Team. While local offices are
well placed to deal with instructions from their own markets, the Team coordinates
additional resources as required by insurers and multi-national corporate clients.
This service is available to insurers and re-insurers alike, for whom we can act either
as primary loss handlers or to protect other interests.
Recoveries
The vrs Adjusters Global CAT Response Team is supported by 40 highly skilled
international adjusters particularly experienced in handling corporate claims for
a broad range of multi-nationals. All have worked on a ‘home-foreign’ basis, coordinating the handling of losses abroad and using local adjusters where the value
of a loss does not warrant the ‘home-foreign’ approach.
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Such methodology ensures that service levels are maintained and loss levels
managed, with all significant losses in the safe hands of experienced adjusters.
With vrs you get:
 Specialist cross-class commercial and corporate loss adjusting and claims related
services
 Over 300 offices in 140+ countries
 Local knowledge of customs, regulations and cultures combined with central
control
 Home/foreign staff with wide experience of catastrophes and other major
incidents
 24/7 accessibility
 Reinforcement of your brand
 A commitment to consistently provide the best service in the industry.
Pro-active case management
vrs Adjusters is firmly of the view that the longer a claim runs, the more it costs.
Pro-active case management ensures effective progression of the claim and early
agreement with the insured of a business recovery plan brings real benefits to all
parties.
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